Celebrity Cipher

by Luis Campos

Celebrity Cipher ciphers are created from quotations by famous people, past and present. Each letter in the cipher stands for another.

**CELEBRITY CIPHER**

“AXTBBR MDCXAXNCMDI CJMDIN
ZLPX EXZTONX RLO KLD’C VDLG GJTC
CJX AOBXN TAX, GJTC RLO ZTD TDK
ZTD’C KL.” — NCXWX EONZXP

Previous Solution: “I am able to get up and dust myself off and keep moving forward. I’m very stubborn.” — Rita Moreno

**TODAY’S CLUE:** \( x \) \text{anno} x
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**CELEBRITY CIPHER**

“LA SBKF CDACTD HZF HARZAN PC
HAA VBLH, BKJ GH’L KAH VPK! FAP
LXAPTJ LHBFB UGJ BL TAKR BL
CALLGOTD!” — MBKDLLB XPJRDKL

Previous Solution: “Really interesting things come because you don’t know what the rules are, what you can and can’t do.” — Steve Buscemi

**TODAY’S CLUE:** \( w \) \text{anno} s
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**CELEBRITY CIPHER**

“H JGWMMV RN SGMHG XG CKWC HO
VNY RNU’C TKWMMGUEG VNYJLGMO
WUR JHLZ OWHMHUE, CKWC HC’L
UNC HUCGJGLCHUE.” — RHJGTCNJ
IYMHG CWVANJ

Previous Solution: “So many people try to grow up too fast, and it’s not fun! You should stay a kid as long as possible!” — Vanessa Hudgens

**TODAY’S CLUE:** \( y \) \text{anno} x
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**CELEBRITY CIPHER**

“BZ BHUWYN’T F CYNVRMFJ MJXMFJ
ANHB IMBF OWH NFTMYX BY FJX BZ
AHVN GNHUWYN T FJX TMTUYNT FT F
TMJEIY BHB.” — GYJLFBMJ GNFUU

Previous Solution: “I really do believe that if you don’t challenge yourself and risk failing, that it’s not interesting.” — Director Julie Taymor

**TODAY’S CLUE:** \( \text{anno} r \)
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**CELEBRITY CIPHER**

“J SBZMX RMBIJF IRA JF JI UA
EMJNJVBO J NZPII FTRF IBZOXI
VEFPFOFJIBZI, YZF J LROF FB
MJHP ROX YEPRTFP SJOPUR.”
— NJBHR OJ EJYIJ

Previous Solution: “My mother’s a Peruvian Indian from Lima who raised me and my four brothers and sisters as a single mom.” — Benjamin Bratt

**TODAY’S CLUE:** \( \text{anno} A \)
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**CELEBRITY CIPHER**

“XVV B CXJAZ K RKBH MBER
HKYAKE A TCK CXH HKYAZCBEU ZK
HXN ZCZX TBVV AESBLC YN HBMA XER
ZCAN LXE’Z UAZ SBR KM YA.”
— LBLAVN ZNHKE

Previous Solution: “I could almost say it is my religion. I guess that sounds pretentious, but I want to live and breathe cinema.” — Giovanni Ribisi

**TODAY’S CLUE:** \( \text{anno} f \)
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